
Hargrove Engineers + Constructors has full-time laser scanning, surveying, and drone data capture professionals on 
our Team, and we have invested in state-of-the-art equipment. Integrating data capture as part of heavy retrofit  
projects—especially in tight spaces—reduces rework, improves operability, and enhances “clash free” constructability.

Capturing 
Your Site Data

Laser Scanning, Surveying, and Drone Data Capture



Scanning, Surveying, and Data Capture

www.hargrove-epc.com  /  877.388.8356  /  info@hargrove-epc.com

A Full-Service Suveying + Scanning Team

The Surveying and Scanning Team integrates photo imagery captured by  
the drone and laser scans collected from ground equipment. These tools  
not only enable our Team to safely capture in hard-to-access areas such  
as tops of pipe racks, pipe sleepers, and active rail yards.

Tank and Vessel Inspections

Hargrove is keeping on the forefront of technology by investing in  
drone technology that can support vessel inspections. Drones are a  
safe alternative to gathering visual and scanned data within industrial,  
hazardous, and enclosed spaces such as storage tanks, boilers, super  
heaters, furnaces, stacks and pipelines.

How Our Data Capture Team Helps

We conduct topographic surveys utilizing GPS and aerial drone data that can 
be used in conjunction with laser scan data (LFM and Recap point clouds).  
Our drones are operated by trained Teammates who are FAA certified pilots,
and we have successfully completed an Aviation Safety Audit that meets the
standards of IOGP, the International Association of Oil and Gas Producers,
which allows us to work within a refinery or midstream setting.

Drone Capabilities

• Complement to 3D Laser Scanning
•  Topographic Surveys + Mapping
• Visual Inspections
•  Construction Progress Monitoring

• Successful completion of Aviation  
 Safety Audit that meets Inter-  
 national Association of Oil and 
 Gas Producers (IOGP) standards  

• 3 Full-time Teammates with FAA  
 Drone Pilot Certification

Drone data capture of pipe rack (not photo)
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Laser Scanning + Sureying Measurement

Hargrove specializes in 3D laser scanning for retrofit and revamp projects  
in industrial environments to aid project teams in 3D design. Hargrove also  
provides traditional surveying services for civil projects, including  
topographic surveys, drainage surveys, and utility locations. Scan and  
survey data can be provided in multiple formats for end-user flexibility.

Laser Scanning Capabilities

• Improved Flexibility in Design
• Enhanced Communication +  

 Coordination of Info
• 3D Model Integration
• Verification of Existing Conditions
• Clash-Free Constructability
• Digital Format of Info used by  

 Multiple Disciplines

• Topographic Surveys
• Boundary Surveys
• Drainage Study Surveys
• GPS Control Surveys
• As-Built Surveys
• Survey Data Integrated with Civil  

 Design Projects

2250 Full-Time  
Direct Teammates

17 Full-Service Project 
Execution Offices 

Scan the QR Code to Watch 
Our Video
about our drone data capture + laser scanning Teams.
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